The Neutral Particle Analyzer (NPA) diagnostic on the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) utilizes a PPPL-designed E||B spectrometer that measures the energy spectra of minority hydrogen and bulk deuterium species simultaneously with 39 energy channels per mass specie and a time resolution of 1 ms. The calibrated energy range is E = 0.5 -150 keV and the energy resolution varies from DE/E = 3-7% over the surface of the microchannel plate detector. The NPA measures Maxwellian spectra of residual hydrogen to obtain ion temperatures and measures the energetic ion spectra produced by injection of up to 100 keV deuterium neutral beams into a deuterium plasma. The NPA views across the co-injection paths of the three neutral beam sources on NSTX which localizes the measured charge exchange effux to the intersection region.
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The incorporation of horizontal scanning for the NPA over a sightline tangency range of R tan = 125 cm to R tan = -75 cm has enabled measurement of the anisotropic energy distribution of the beam ions. Vertical scanning allows measurements to be made from the horizontal midplane through an angle of 26 degrees downward. A description of the NPA diagnostic on NSTX will be presented along with illustrations of measurement capability. *This work was supported at PPPL by DOE Contract DE-AC02-76CHO3073.
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I. Introduction
The National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) [1] is a midsize low aspect ratio fusion research facility with auxiliary heating from Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) and High Harmonic Fast Wave (HHFW) launch. Typical NSTX parameters are major radius R 0 = 0.85 -0.9 m, minor radius a = 0.67 m resulting in an aspect ratio of A = R o /a ~ 1.3, plasma current I p = 0.3 -1.5 MA and toroidal field B T = 0.3 -0.6 T. Three co-directed deuterium neutral beam sources have injected power up to P NB = 7 MW at full neutral energies up to E b ≤ 100 keV. HHFW heating at 30 MHz has delivered up to P RF ~ 6 MW to deuterium and helium plasmas.
Determining the attractiveness of the spherical torus concept [2] in the areas of high-b stability, confinement, non-inductive current drive and divertor physics for pulse lengths much longer than the energy confinement time is the mission of the NSTX device. The performance milestones that were achieved to date in NSTX have been reported elsewhere [3] [4] [5] [6] . H-modes triggered by NBI heating are routinely obtained in NSTX and have become a standard operational scenario [7] . L-H transitions triggered by NBI heating have been obtained over a wide parameter range in I p , B T and n e in either lower-single-null or double-null diverted discharges with elongation k ≤ 2.4, triangularity d ≤ 0.8 and plasma pulse length up to 1 s. To date NSTX has achieved, non-simultaneously, stored energies up to 0.39 MJ, energy confinement times t E < 0.12 s and b T ≤ 35% [3] ; The pulse counting data acquisition mode of the E||B spectrometer constrains the frequency response to ~ 1 kHz which limits usefulness of the diagnostic for measurements of fast MHD activity such as fishbones, sawteeth and reconnection events. To ameliorate this, a Compact Electrostatic Neutral Analyzer (CENA) that utilizes a carbon stripping foil and channeltron detectors operated in the analog mode [10] was installed on the straight through port of the E||B NPA. This system is expected to extend measurements to the range of 10 -50 kHz.
III. Ion Temperature Measurement
In deuterium neutral beam heated deuterium plasmas, the NPA measures temperatures, T i [11] . The deuterium thermal spectrum is useable only for energies up to ~ 5 keV because of spectrum contamination by deuterium beam slowing down ions. In Ohmic plasmas, the deuterium majority species is used for NPA T i measurements, an example of which is shown in Fig. 4 . In this case, 20 ms neutral beam pulses were injected to facilitate T i measurements using Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CHERS). Details of CHERS and other diagnostics on NSTX can be found in [12] . The insert shows a typical NPA thermal ion spectrum obtained with a time resolution of 5 ms. In the absence of NB blips, the passive NPA T i measurements underestimate the central ion temperature by ~ 100 eV or ~ 15%, this being due to attenuation of the charge exchange efflux from the core due to plasma opacity. During the NB blips, the active NPA and CHERS measurements of T i (0) are in good agreement. In NB heated discharges, good agreement between CHERS and NPA minority H + T i (0) is also observed for electron densities up to n e (0) ~ 4x10 13 cm -3 . At higher densities, plasma opacity again interferes with the NPA measurements and it is necessary to correct for this effect with code modeling [11] .
IV. Neutral Beam Energy Distribution and Profile
The NPS measures D + energetic ion spectra produced by injection of neutral beams into deuterium plasmas, including effects of MHD activity on the energetic ion distribution [13, 14] Similarly, evolution of the energetic ion spectra measured by the neutral particle analyzer was compared with classical slowing down expectations. The temporal evolutions of the neutron yield and neutral particle signals were found to be consistent with Coulomb scattering rates, implying an effective beam-ion confinement time > 100 ms. 
